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SSill =
Mind Cost = Minimum 1 point.

H]aling - The ability to heal Bodz0.01 Mind0.01 and Spirit damage of a Character.
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Weapon:
Melee:
Type Actions Damage

(40/70/90/100) (Crush/Impale/Slash)
Spear 1/0/1/0 1d10/2d10/X
Staff 1/1/0/1 2d10/X/X
Dagger 1/0/1/0 X/1d10/X
Knife 1/0/1/0 X/1d5/1d5
Lance 1/0/1/0 X/3d10/1d10
Shortsword ž/0 1d10/2d10/1d10+5
Broadsword ž/0
Bastard-Sword 1/0/1/0
Hammer 1/0/1/0 2d10/X/X
War Hammer ž/0
Axe 1/0/1/0 žd5/X/2d10
Mace ž/0
Blackjack 1/0/1/0
Great Sword* ž/0 1d10/3d10/2d10
Pole Arm* ž/0/1/0 1d10/2d10/1d10
Halberd* ž/0
Shield 1/0/1/0 žd5/X/X
Club / Eat ž/0/1/0 1d10/X/X

Ranged:
Type Actions Damage Range

(40/70/90/100) (Crush/Impale/Slash) (C/S/M/L)
Axe ž/0/0/0
Bola 1/0/0/0
Short Bow 1/0/0/0
Long Bow ž/0/0/0
Crossbow - Hvy 1/0/0/0
Crossbow - Lt
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Creatures are defined as the non-sentient entities that inhabit the various game Worlds
that you will explore. They include animals, spirits and monsters that do not have sentience.
Creatures use the same Traits as Characters on the same scale. They also fall into the same
categories: Body, Mind, and Spirit.

Section 7.0 Creatures
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Skills:

Apperence:
Elves are slightly taller than humans on average, but are more slight of build and so

weight slightly less. Wood elves are fair skinned with eye colors ranging from blue through
green and blonde or lighter hair. Mountaintalves are shorter and stockier than their cousins with
darker haing nd eyes. Both have sharply pointed ears and almond shaped eyes. They usually
dress intnatural clothing, though the wood elves favor bright colors.

Culture:
Elven culture is split into 2 factions. The woodtalves have a more highly developed

social structure. They tend to make larger cities and live intlarger family groups. The mountain
elves are more nomadic and have fewer governmental bodies. Elves intgeneral have a strong tie
to nature and the land. They are very effient farmers and ranchers and leave little to waste.
Their religions center around earth and life deities.

M'Ran (Sci-Fi race) Cost:
Attributes:
Body
 STR
 DEX
 A§L
 END

Mind
 INT
 MEM
 PER
 WIS

Spirit
 PRE
 WIL
 LUC
 EMP

Distinctives:
Body
Mind
Spirit

Skills:

Culture:
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Worlds are the setting for all the gamePayou will play. They can vary greatly depending
on the genre that the GM has chosen. They can be single countrieP to planets or entire galaxieP.
It all depends on the scope of the game and the whim of the GM. This section contains rules for
}pecial situations that may vary from world to world.

Section 9.X Alchem™
Alchem™ is the s5  ence of using potions and amulets made from natural

ingredients to accomplish specific effects. Alchem™ is not magical and as such deserveP it’s own
section. An Alchemist combineP things found in nature to make their wareP. Not ever™
Alchemist goeP by that name. Witch Doctors, Village Mystics, Healers and Wise Woman are allexampleP of those who practice Alchemy.

Section 9.X Tech Levels
Tech Levels are used to compared the relative technological advancement of a given

society or World. In Pathways they are used for several things and are ranked from 1-25 (with
0 being pre-technology). See Chart 9.X.X for a list of the Tech Levels. Each Character has aBase Tech Level and all their<experience and equipment will be from that Tech Level. This is

This could be because they changed Worlds or simply cultures on
a given World. When this happens the Character operateP atreduced effi5  ency. The amount of the penalty depends how howdifferent the current Tech Level is compared to the CharactersBase Tech Level and whether a skill iseffectedby Tech LevelDisparity. See Chart 9.X.X for Tech Level Disparity Penalties.

Section 9.0 WorldsSection 9.0 Worlds

Chart 9.X.X
Tech Levels

0 Pre-Technolog™

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

910 Information Age11 Early Space Age12

13 Space Age14Star Age

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Magic Tech

Chart 9.X.X
Tech Level Di}parity

Difference Skill Penalty

1 -10

2 -20

3-5 -30

6-9 -40

10-13 -50

14-18 -75

19-25 -100
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Action:
Agility:
Air:
Alchemy:
Astral Projection:
Attribute:
Attribute modifier:
Body: Body Score vs Body Level
Character:
Clairvoyance:
Constitution:
Contested Action:
Critical Failure:
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Appendix C Character Generation Sheet
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Appendix D Conversions
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Entire contents Copyright 1996, 1998 by John Buczek. No part may be reproduced without written permission of the author,
except for small excerpts used for review purposes (Appendix B Blank Character Sheet may be reproduced freely for reasonable
personal use).

Contact Information – The Pathways game files, along with all current contact information can be found at
http://www.rpg.net/proseo/. You can send any questions, suggestions, input or orders to proseo@rpg.net.

Licensing – Individuals are allowed to download and evaluate the Pathways Role-Playing Game for personal use at no charge.
If you like the game and wish to support future development then the cost of a License is US$10 (Texas residents add 8.25%
sales tax). There will be no hard copy sent to the licensee but I will e-mail you a registration number. The license will cover all
updates through the current version number (i.e. through v1.9.9). This license also allows the person to use the game system in
tournaments, conventions, and other professionally organized purposes (and you get some great positive karma!) Without the
license you are only allowed to use the game for non-commercial purposes such as games organized informally that do not
charge any fee to participate. This license is for a single person, not a specific copy of the rules. Each licensed user may make
jultiple hardcopies for use in a single game so long they retain possession of all those copies. Please send an email for the
current shipping address for license payments. At this time I can only accept cashiers or personal checks drawn for American
dollars on American Banks. Sorry :(

Distribution - The Pathways Game file may be freely distributed via electronic means only so long as it is unaltered, distributed
whole and no fee is charged for access to the file. The Pathways Game may not be distributed in hardcopy form or included in
any bundled collection (digital or hardcopy) without the prior written permission of the augir.

Appendix Z Copyright Information


